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Truck tyre changer MS 78 RC | RAL5015 | 400V

Safe tyre fitting for commercial vehicles | Rim diameter 14 - 42", with clamp extension until 56" | 6-point jaw clamp | Easy

to use - with radio control

Article number: 1 694 200 081

https://www.beissbarth-online.com


Description

Repair workshops that work principally with big commercial vehicles and agricultural

machinery take up the MS 78 RC for the tyre-fitting service.

Not just because the robust design guarantees that it can be used safely. But mainly due

to its outstanding fitting technology and its ease of use - operators manipulate with

remote control.

No need to send customers away because you cannot handle their tyres - not even

customers operating tractors, or timber skidders, for example.

Because the MS 78 RC means fitting technology for every size.

Wireless control

The MS 78 RC comes with a remote control. This ensures that the machine is easy and

safe to use from any position.

6-point jaw clamp

This is a crucial feature of perfect grip. Clamping jaws hold each wheel firmly at six

points. So rims cannot slip while you are fitting the tyre.

Protection for aluminium rims

Clamping jaws can grab gently - when necessary - with sensitive joystick operation and

plastic fixings (extra option) in the clamping jaws.

Also available as a version with mobile operating console with joystick (item no. 1 694 200

079).

Technical Data

Max. wheel diameter 2300 mm

Bead breaker force 3700 kg

Weight 984 kg

Rim diameter max. 42 "

Wheel width max. 1300 mm

Wheel weight max. 1400 kg

Depth 1900 mm

Height 1750 mm

Power supply 3 x 400 V | 50 - 60 Hz

Width 2600 mm

Clamping capacity (with extension) 44 - 56 "

Rim diameter min. 14 "

Accessories

1 695 300 099 Rim clamp

1 695 301 575 Protection jaws for aluminium rims | 56" | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6

pcs.
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1 695 300 102 Roller for tubeless tyres | for all truck tyre changers

1 695 700 051 Tubeless Inflation Device | for inflation cage

1 695 700 052 Electronic inflation computer | for tyre inflation cage

1 694 302 032 Inflation Cage | for truck tyres

1 695 301 681 Caterpillar Adapter | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6 pcs.

1 695 301 748 Extension claws for thick rim flanges | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6 pcs.

1 695 301 747 Center hole adapter from 80mm | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6 pcs.

1 695 301 606 Clamping jaw extension up to 60" | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6 pcs.

1 695 103 526 Pneumatic Bead Depressor | for truck tyre changers MS 70/75/78/80

1 695 300 098 Split ring wheel clamp | for OTR (Off-the-road) wheels

1 695 300 094 Bead lifting lever | for truck tyre changers
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